Allometric equations can be useful in comparative physiology in a number of ways, not the least of which include assessing whether a particular species deviates from the norm for its size and phylogenetic group with respect to some specific physiological process or determining how differences in design among groups may be reflected in differences in function. The allometric equations for respiratory variables in birds were developed 30 yr ago by Lasiewski and Calder and presented as "preliminary" because they were based on a small number of species. With the expanded data base now available to reconstruct these allometries and the call for taking account of the nonindependence of species in this process through a phylogenetically independent contrasts (PIC) approach, we have developed new allometric equations for respiratory variables in birds using both the traditional and PIC approaches. On the whole, the new equations agree with the old ones with only minor changes in the coefficients, and the primary difference between the traditional and PIC approaches is in the broader confidence intervals given by the latter. We confirm the lower ratiȯVe/Vo 2 for birds compared to mammals and observe a common scaling of inspiratory flow and oxygen consumption for birds as has been reported for mammals. Use of allometrics and comparisons among avian groups are also discussed.
Introduction
Our understanding of the effect of body size on respiratory variables relies on the now quite old allometric analyses of Stahl (1967) for mammals and Lasiewski and Calder (1971) for birds. While Stahl's analysis is robust and based on a large data set, the latter was initially presented as a preliminary analysis and was based on a small data set (i.e., six species). A more recent analysis (Maloney and Dawson 1994) utilising the literature (22 species) confirmed the general relationships espoused in the original study (Lasiewski and Calder 1971) .
Such allometric relationships are often used by comparative physiologists either to determine predicted values of respiratory parameters for animals of a given size or to assess broader aspects of organismal design. A concerted effort over the last several decades to understand the design of the oxygen cascade has led to the paradigm that conservation in the design of the oxygen cascade occurs within broad classes of animals (Weibel et al. 1998) , and conservation in the design of the oxygen cascade became a paradigm, as revealed by allometry. In the conventional view, this is evident (e.g., in mammals) in the size independence of the convection requirement ( ). In other words, minutėVe/Vo 2 ventilation ( ; mL min
Ϫ1
) is consistently matched to oxygeṅ V E consumption rate ( ; mL min that extraction (EO 2 ) for a given inspired level of oxygen (CiO 2 ) has been conserved. Between broad taxonomic classes, differences in design of the gas exchanger are reflected in differences in oxygen extraction (reptiles: Tenney and Tenney 1970; Bennett 1973; Frappell and Daniels 1991; birds: Lasiewski and Calder 1971; Maloney and Dawson 1994; mammals: Stahl 1967; Frappell et al. 1992; Frappell and Baudinette 1995) . The traditional approach to the analysis of the effect of body size on respiratory variables, however, fails to account for the nonindependence of species (see, e.g., Martins and Hansen 1997; Garland et al. 1999; Garland and Ives 2000) . Using phylogenetically independent contrasts, Reynolds and Lee (1996) recently reanalysed the relationship between size and iṅ Vo 2 birds. The use of a phylogenetically corrected approach significantly increased the relationship between and mass tȯ Vo 2 an exponent of 0.72 from the 0.67 found using the traditional method.
If the design of the respiratory system as it relates to oxygen extraction is conserved, then would be expected to maintaiṅ Ve a consistent relationship to within broad phyletic groups. Vo 2 If not, then an analysis that takes account of phylogeny within a class should reveal differences. If the relationship is upheld, then the components of , that is, tidal volume (V T ) anḋ Ve respiratory frequency ( f ), might also be expected to scale consistently. More precisely, it is the ventilation of the gas exchange surface that is expected to match ; hence, phyletic variationṡ Vo 2 in the design of the respiratory system as it affects dead space could potentially contribute to variations that become evident in the scaling of V T , f, and the timing of the respiratory cycle (previously unavailable for birds).
With many more measurements of respiratory variables now available, it is possible to revise and extend the allometries of respiratory variables in birds based on a larger number of species (50 species). Together with a good benchmark analysis of phylogenetic relationships for birds (Sibley and Ahlquist 1990) , the object of this study was to reexamine avian respiratory variables in the context of both traditional and phylogenetically based comparisons.
Material and Methods

Data Collection
The literature was surveyed for studies on ventilation and metabolism in avian species. For each species, in all but two cases, all respiratory variables were obtained from the same study, though for five species, most notably the four cranes, measurement of was not available (Table 1) . When more thaṅ Vo 2 one study existed for a given species, the values were averaged. Only data on unanesthetized birds breathing air at sea level (partial pressure of oxygen [ ] ranged from 143 to 154
Po 2 mmHg) were used, but the data were gathered with a variety of measuring techniques, including mask pneumotachography and volumetric and barometric plethysmography. The studies also varied in measurement conditions (e.g., hour, illumination level, nutritional state, etc.). Where data were presented for a range of air temperatures, values were selected where both frequency and tidal volume exhibited a plateau at minimal levels but not necessarily the lowest reported values and not necessarily the lowest ; typically, values were taken at room temVo 2 perature conditions (∼20Њ-24ЊC). Data selection was aimed at obtaining what appeared to be steady state values reflecting normal resting ventilation. Two approaches were adopted to examine the relationships between the ventilatory variables and body mass: the traditional allometric approach and the PIC approach.
Traditional Approach
The traditional approach, which is the same used by earlier authors, employed least squares regression techniques following log 10 transformation of the data to obtain a power equation in the form , where Y is a specific ventilatory variable b Y p aM and M is the body mass of the animal (kg).
Phylogenetically Independent Approach
The log 10 data were converted to phylogenetically independent standardised contrasts using the PDTREE module of the Phylogenetic Diversity Analysis program (PDAP), version 4 (Garland et al. 1993) . Standardisation tests in PDAP-PDTREE indicated that no branch length transformations were necessary (Garland et al. 1992; see, however, "Results") . Confidence intervals at the 95% level were also obtained from PDTREE for the slope, intercept, and the overall regression (Garland and Ives 2000) .
For the phylogenetically independent analysis, phylogenetic relationships ( Fig. 1) were obtained ultimately from Sibley and Ahlquist (1990) using both their phylogeny and that of Reynolds and Lee (1996) . A species whose phylogenetic position was unavailable was included taxonomically within a genus on the basis of the classification scheme of Sibley and Monroe (1990) . If two species were involved, it was assumed that the two separated at one-half the branch length (Maddison 1989) . In most cases, the generic designation was the same as for the species in question. However, for 10 species, the phylogenetic position of the specific genus was unavailable, and the species was then placed in the position of the closest genus in the classification scheme; these species are asterisked in the phylogenetic tree ( Fig. 1) . For two species, the position was quite clear, as they were our only representatives of that particular family (zebra finch, Passeridae) or order (hummingbirds, Trochilformes). However, for eight species, it was more difficult to decide on their position, and judgments were made using first-tribe affinities and then, if necessary, geographical closeness, with Sibley and Monroe (1990) being used as the source of both. The judgments made follow: (1) The common pheasant (Phasianus colchicus) replaced the silver pheasant (Lophura nycthemera) in the original scheme ("original" refers to the scheme of Sibley and Monroe [1990] ). (2) The four species of the geese tribe (Anserini) were grouped together assuming that the two species of Anser geese were more closely related to one another, then to the Canada goose (Branta canadensis), and then to the Muscovy duck (Cairina moschata). The respective branch lengths were obtained by dividing into quarters the 6.7 branch length in the original scheme between Branta and the two Anas ducks. (3) The African rosy-faced lovebird (Agapornis roseicollis) was assumed to take the place of the African genus Poicephalus in the original scheme. The barred parakeet (Bolborhynchus lineola) replaced another Central American genus (Brotogeris). (4) The spinifex pigeon (Geopheps) replaced Chalaeophaps in the original scheme based on their geographical proximity. (5) Hesperiphona replaced Pinocola, as they belong to the same tribe.
Comparisons of Orders
To decide whether the relationship of the main variables (i.e., , , V T , and f ) to body mass differed between the orderṡVo Ve 2 Sibley and Ahlquist (1990) or Reynolds and Lee (1996) . of birds, stepwise multiple regression determined by the method of least squares was used. Each order containing more than one species of bird was assigned a unique dummy variable (Kleinbaum and Kupper 1978) consisting of columns of 0s with a single 1 to appropriately distinguish each species (e.g., order 000 000, order 000 000). The entry criteria 1 p 100 2 p 010 for selection of significant variables was , and the sig-P p 0.05 nificance of the partial correlation coefficients was determined using a t-test (Zar 1984) .
For the phylogenetic analysis, independent contrasts were computed for each of the unique dummy variables distinguishing each order. Stepwise regression through the origin was then used to test for the influence of order on each variable, with the standardised contrasts of log variable (e.g., V T ) as the dependent variable and the standardised contrasts of log body mass and order as the independent variables.
Results
Traditional Approach
Ventilatory variables and body mass of the 50 species of birds analysed cover a body mass range of four orders of magnitude (0.0036-88 kg); individual species and their data are given in Table 1 . The slopes of the lines relating the main ventilatory variables to body mass ( Fig. 1) , that is, the exponents of the allometric equations (Table 2) , are similar to those first presented for birds by Lasiewski and Calder (1971) . However, there have been significant changes in some of the intercepts.
The effect of body mass on in the 45 species reporteḋ Vo 2 here (Table 2 ; Fig. 2A ) is the same as that determined in 72 and then 254 species in which the measurement was made on resting, undisturbed birds in the zone of thermoneutrality (Lasiewki and Dawson 1967; Reynolds and Lee 1996) . The 95% confidence limits presented here enclose the slopes presented in these previous analyses. However, at any body mass, our equation predicts a higher than do these basal metaboliċ Vo 2 equations (∼40% at 1 kg); our 95% confidence limits do not include the earlier intercepts. This is not surprising since the data were taken for resting values and not under as controlled conditions as basal metabolic measurements are usually made. The barn swallow exhibited an exceedingly high (2.3 timeṡ Vo 2 expected), and its value, in the traditional sense, is considered an outlier (i.e., a value outside ‫2ע‬ standardised residuals; Fig.  2A, triangle) . If the barn swallow is removed, then other species become outliers. Their subsequent removal resulted in yet other outliers, and this process was continued until finally no more outliers emerged. Since the removal of the outliers did not change the intercept or slope outside the confidence intervals obtained when including all of the birds, we have presented only the first equation obtained with all the data presented (Table 1 ). This is also the case for all of the respiratory variables examined below.
V T is related to body mass (Table 2 ; Fig. 2B ) in a similar fashion as that derived from fewer species in earlier analyses (Lasiewski and Calder 1971; Maloney and Dawson 1994) . It is interesting to note that while the 95% confidence limits determined in this study overlap the exponent from earlier analyses, they are significantly higher than unity, as expected for the relationship of volumes in general to body mass (Calder 1984) . At the same body mass, our equation predicted a similar Maloney and Dawson (1994) , but it is higher (65% at 1 kg) than that based on the six species from the earliest analysis (Lasiewski and Calder 1971) . In our analysis, three species had outlier values that were markedly reduced below (∼60%) that predicted based on their body mass (ostrich, blue-breasted quail, bank swallow).
The equation determined in this study predicted a similar f at a given body mass (Fig. 2C) as that expected based on 26 species (Calder 1968) . Predictions from both this equation and that of Calder (1968) are higher (26% at 1 kg) than predictions from the data set chosen on the basis of minimal frequency (Maloney and Dawson 1994) . Equations in our analysis, as noted earlier, are not based on minimal frequencies but rather on overall resting, steady state ventilations as exhibited by plateaus in both f and V T as well as (see "Discussion"). Outlieṙ Vo 2 frequencies are exhibited by the grey crowned crane and Manchurian crane, with the former being elevated (2.4 times) and the latter being depressed (0.4 times) relative to that predicted based on their body mass.
, the product of V T and f, is related to body mass witḣ Ve the same exponent as is (Table 2 ; Fig. 3A ) and with a valuė Vo 2 similar to those derived on six and then 22 species (Lasiewski and Calder 1971; Maloney and Dawson 1994) . Again, our equation predicted a higher for a bird of the same body masṡ Ve (∼35% at 1 kg). We attribute this to the inclusion of more species and to not selecting data at minimal f as did Maloney and Dawson (1994) . Both the storm petrel and barn swallow exhibited outlier values that are elevated greatly over those expected (∼2.3 times).
The ratio is mass independent (Fig. 2D ) as predicteḋVe/Vo 2 since both variables are related to body mass with similar exponents (∼0.7). The ratio averages 22.7 and ranges from 13.3 in the green-cheeked parrot to 48.9 in hummingbirds (Fig. 2) . Both the hummingbirds and Canada goose, with a ratio of 40, fall above the 95% confidence intervals for individuals. The average ratio is similar to the 25.1 predicted for a 1-kg bird from the allometric relationships for and provided iṅVe Vo 2 Lasiewski and Calder (1971) .
Time (s) of inspiration (T I ) and expiration (T E ) is only available for six species of birds. These are listed here in the same order as they appear in Table 1 (values are for T I and T E , respectively): barheaded goose, 1.88, 3.30; burrowing owl, 0.60, 0.90; pigeon, 0.74, 1.31; black-billed magpie, 0.59, 0.60; barn swallow, 0.35, 0.41; and zebra finch, 0.29, 0.37 (other data as in Table 1 with the source being the same or the first one listed). The timing variables are all affected by body mass in a similar fashion, with an average exponent close to 0.33 (Table 2 ; Fig.  4 ). At the same body mass, T I is ∼38% less than T E . However, because of the small sample in this data set, this difference is not significant as indicated by overlap in the 95% confidence intervals. Both respiratory drive ( ) and of these siẋ V /T Vo T I 2 species are affected by body mass in a similar fashion, with a slope of about 0.6. The slopes for both of these relationships do not differ significantly from that determined for in all Vo 2 45 species.
Phylogenetically Independent Contrasts
Analyses of the respiratory variables using phylogenetically independent contrasts (PIC) resulted in equations that are very similar to those obtained using traditional means (Table 2 ). The effect of body mass (slopes) obtained by considering phylogeny was essentially the same as for the traditional approach for all variables considered. The elevation of the relationships varied to a slightly greater degree, with the PIC values typically being lower by 6%-11% if at all. The greatest differences between the traditional and phylogenetically independent analyses are in the much larger standard errors and wider confidence intervals given by the latter procedure (Table 2 ). This is illustrated for by the distance between the dashed lines in thė Ve traditional approach (Fig. 3A) relative to the phylogenetically independent approach (Fig. 3B) . For all the variables, the standard error of the slope (s b ) is almost twice as large as that obtained in the traditional procedure, while the standard error of the intercept (s a ) is four to five times greater.
In the analyses of contrasts for and V T , there was a sigVe nificant negative relationship between the absolute standardised contrast and its standard deviation (PDTREE, screen 2). This typically indicates that the branch lengths should be transformed (Garland et al. 1992 ). However, this was not done since, in both cases, the negative relationship was caused by a single contrast (described below) with the shortest or near shortest branch length and the largest absolute standardised contrast; removal of the single contrast eliminated the relationship. The short branch length indicates a recent divergence, and the large contrast indicates a large difference in the character. For , the contrast was between the common and ManVe churian cranes (Grus grus, Grus japonesis). Removal of one or the other or both cranes from the PIC regression resulted in Ve ≈ 348 kg that given in Table 2 . The decrease in slope (!4%) and in intercept (1%) results in an increase of predicted of 17% Ve for the smallest bird (hummingbird, 3.6 g) and a decrease of 13% at the size of the largest bird (ostrich, 88 kg).
For f, the contrast was between the node of the Grus ssp. (common and Manchurian cranes) and the Demoiselle crane (Anthropoides virgo). Removal of both Grus ssp. or removal of only the Demoiselle crane again resulted in equations (f ≈ ) that do not differ significantly from that given in
17.3 g Table 2 . The decrease in slope (11%) and increase in intercept (1%) results in a decrease of 18% for the smallest bird and increases of 20% for the largest bird. There was little difference between the phylogenetically corrected and the traditional equations for timing,
(see Fig. 4 ).
Comparison of Orders
Comparison of the magnitude of a variable at a fixed body mass (i.e., intercept or elevation) reveals some differences using the traditional approach but no differences using PIC. The latter is undoubtedly due to the larger standard deviation inherent in the phylogenetically corrected procedure.
Using the traditional equations and assuming that the slopes of the relationships were the same, V T varied by the largest amount when comparing the various orders against one another at a fixed body mass of 1 kg (Table 3 ). The Galliformes are predicted to have a V T 3.5 times larger than Struthioniformes and 2.3 times larger than birds from the other eight orders. The other eight orders showed no significant differences in V T , although the single hummingbird was not separately compared to the other groups for this or any of the other variables; it is included in the "Others" group for all variables (Table 3 ). Testing for difference in slopes for all variables yielded some differences between orders, but the differences did not vary from those obtained assuming slopes were the same.
The f did not vary to the same magnitude as V T , with Strigiformes being slightly but significantly lower than Psittaciformes and both of these orders falling some 60% below the other eight orders.
of the Passeriformes and Anseriformes is abouṫ Ve 50% above seven of the orders that had similar values. The Gruiformes exhibited the highest , which is predicted to bė Ve almost 100% higher than the seven similar orders.
is similaṙ Vo 2 in eight orders and is elevated the highest in the Anseriformes (54%) and followed closely by the Passeriformes (49%).
Discussion
The Use of the Traditional Equation
In spite of the variability of measurement techniques and conditions, the exponents for and ventilatory variables anaVo 2 From Frappell et al. (1992) .
lysed traditionally in birds are consistent with earlier reports, though the coefficients may differ to a slight extent. Furthermore, the phylogenetically corrected regressions do not give different equations, though they broaden the confidence limits of the slope, suggesting that within a broad phyletic group, in this case the birds, the structural design of the respiratory system shows a general, consistent relationship to body size that is independent of speciation. The widening of the 95% confidence intervals when phylogeny was incorporated has been previously noted (Reynolds and Lee 1996; Ricklefs and Starck 1996) and is due to properly accounting for the phylogenetic relationships of the species (Martins and Hansen 1997; Garland and Ives 2000) . There can be no doubt that the addition of phylogenetic information has been an important conceptual step in comparative analysis by accounting for species relationships in an attempt to guarantee statistical independence. From an evolutionary perspective, this requirement is paramount (Diaz-Uriarte and Garland 1996; Martins and Hansen 1997) .
On the other hand, if one is interested in broad generalisations, traditional allometry remains useful to the comparative biologist despite the inherent nonindependence and accompanying narrow confidence limits (Reynolds and Lee 1996) . Nevertheless, the widening of the confidence intervals when standard PIC are utilised should act as a deterrent to those using the traditional approach to locate outlying species or clades. This study clearly demonstrates this point; when evaluated with PIC, species previously judged with allometry as outlying no longer departed from predicted values. Even so, while attributing evolutionary or adaptive significance to such outliers is undoubtedly debatable (see Garland and Adolph 1994) , it does not negate the biological interest that may be warranted in such species. It should be noted that in the case of standard PIC, the species to be predicted is assumed at an unknown place on the phylogenetic tree. If instead one can say where the new species is placed on the tree, then the predicted intervals become much smaller and can be narrower than those derived from a conventional analysis (see examples in Garland and Ives 2000) .
In light of the above discussion, there can be little doubt that traditional equations provide a basis for understanding physiological design by revealing size-independent variables and variables that vary systematically with body size. Such principles of design criteria (reflected in the exponents) have, to date, remained unaltered by the use of PIC. Undeniably, the use of PIC has lent support to the robustness of the design principles originally revealed with allometry. Fundamental differences in system designs as occur between broadly phyletically distinct groups remain reflected in major differences between the coefficients for the relationships between size and various parameters.
Design Criteria of the Avian Respiratory System
We began with the postulate that structural design is the basic determinant of extraction, and extraction will determine the relationship between and . Our analysis confirms ȧVe Vo 2 lower convection requirement ( ) in birds (∼23) thaṅVe/Vo 2 in mammals (∼37 ; Table 4 ), supporting the view that birds have greater ability to extract oxygen (Lasiewski and Calder 1971 Maloney and Dawson 1994; mammals: 37, Frappell et al. 1992; 35, Stahl 1967 (Table 4) . Differences between the present and earlier studies for birds in the determinants of may be due to the criteriȧ Ve used for data selection. Maloney and Dawson (1994) systematically selected the minimal frequency at whatever T a it could be identified. This criterion is just one suggested by Bucher (1985) , who notes the folly of predicting an allometric relationship from two such relationships that have been determined with putative minimum values for each parameter chosen at different temperatures. Given the large influence of temperature on breathing pattern, Bucher is correct in suggesting that resting values should be reported to some standard temperature, but a sensible value for one parameter may not be so for another. Examination of Bucher's (1985) data for green-cheeked Amazon parrots illustrates this point. The T a at which f was minimal (25ЊC) did not correspond to the T a at which V T was minimal (34ЊC), and at 34ЊC, f was greatly elevated as a result of heat stress. Nevertheless, both T a 's were within the thermoneutral range for this species. Rather than rely on a temperature where one parameter was minimal, this study chose values where V T , f, and all exhibited minimal plateaus. Foṙ Vo 2 the green-cheeked Amazon parrot this predominantly occurred for each parameter between 20ЊC and 30ЊC; the values at 20ЊC being representative of the minimal values within this range. Maloney and Dawson's (1994) use of the minimal frequency resulted in their equation for f predicting lower frequencies than either the equation of Lasiewski and Calder (1971) or our study, which predict similar frequencies. Nevertheless, these two earlier studies determined similar coefficients for , the resulṫ Ve of similar and lower V T in the former and latter study, respectively, that were lower than that derived for this study.
It is interesting to note that if the same species as presented by Maloney and Dawson (1994) are selected from our data the resulting allometric equation ( ) does not differ
f p 14.2M significantly from that presented by these authors. This implies that minimal f tends to occur at the same T a (though T a was not presented by Maloney and Dawson [1994] ) where , V T , Vo 2 and f exhibit minimal plateaus (the selection criteria in our study) but not necessarily the lowest values. Further, it is possible that in an attempt to eliminate possible measurement factors (e.g., restraint or masks) that might alter breathing pattern and elevate f, the V T 's used by Maloney and Dawson (1994) could be positively biased by restricting the data set only to those collected by whole-body plethysmography (barometric method). In the main, minimal f tends to be associated with warmer temperatures close to the lower critical point of thermal neutrality, and the determination of V T by the barometric method as defined by Drorbaugh and Fenn (1955) is subject to substantial errors as T a approaches T b and if used in association with open-flow plethysmographs (Mortola and Frappell 1998) .
Breathing pattern can also change in response to thermoregulatory demands, especially at the warmer temperatures often associated with thermoneutrality. Within a species, while extraction may vary when the ventilatory system is utilised for thermoregulatory functions, it is clear that for endotherms the variation can only be slight because the relationship between and is determinant not only of sustained oxygen supplẏVe Vo 2 but of carbon dioxide elimination and maintenance of acidbase balance (Mortola and Frappell 2000) . Indeed, a change in EO 2 as a means of reducing respiratory heat and water loss is not observed to be a consistent strategy (Morgan et al. 1992) .
Data on respiratory timing characteristics in birds (Table 4) are not yet available for many species, but there are some notable features compared to mammals. T I 's and T E 's tend to be more nearly equivalent in birds than in mammals, in which T E is generally longer and is, on average, nearly twice as long as T I (Boggs and Tenney 1984) . The ratios and T /T T/T I TOT E TOT were predictable in mammals on the basis of the scaling of f and deflationary time constants. There is little comparative data on the mechanical characteristics of the avian respiratory system; therefore, such an analysis is not possible. In mammals, T E is not just a function of deflationary time constants as they reflect passive recoil characteristics of the system. Part of the prolongation of expiration in resting mammals can be attributed to braking of the largely passively driven expiratory flow by both postinspiratory diaphragmatic activity and laryngeal adductor muscle activity that increases upper airway resistance. Furthermore, many mammals exhibit end-expiratory pauses at resting/relaxation lung volume. Shortening and ultimately eliminating this pause are the first approaches to increasing respiratory frequency in mammals, as is shortening of the pause or "nonventilatory period" in reptiles (Milsom 1988) . The avian ventilatory pump is driven by intercostal muscles (with no diaphragm), and expiration is considered a largely active process more reliant on muscle contraction than elastic recoil since the highly compliant system of air sacs can offer little in that regard. Neither end-expiratory pauses, as observed in mammals, nor end-inspiratory pauses, as observed in reptiles, are seen in birds. This could be a function of mechanics alone but could also reflect the higher of birds than either reptileṡ Vo 2 or mammals and, hence, a higher sustained respiratory drive.
Despite the fact that birds consume 26% more oxygen yet extract this amount from a 35% lower amount of air passing across the gas exchange surface than mammals, it is interesting to note a common feature of mammalian and avian respiratory control systems. Mammalian respiratory physiologists have long viewed the mean inspiratory flow ( ) as an index of V /T T I respiratory drive in mammals (Milic-Emili and Grunstein 1976) . In eutherians (Boggs and Tenney 1984; Frappell et al. 1992 ) and marsupials (Frappell and Baudinette 1995) , V /T T I scales with body mass in the same way as metabolic rate. The analysis here (Table 4) , limited to six species, also presents the same phenomenon of a common scaling of and iṅ Vo V /T 2 T I birds. It would be interesting to determine if this pattern is extended to reptiles and then to identify the nature of the common central neural control mechanisms whose function this consistent pattern may reflect. In sum, the basic design principles governing the respiratory system as revealed by allometry (i.e., volumes, frequencies, and rates scale in proportion to body mass with exponents of ∼1, Ϫ1/4, and 3/4, respectively) apply to both birds and mammals. These principles, at least in birds, are further endorsed when phylogeny is considered. Fundamental differences between the two groups are revealed in the coefficients. That is, at any given body mass, birds, with respect to mammals, breathe slower and deeper, have lower ventilation, and have a greater demand for oxygen. Presumably such differences reflect a radical change in the blueprint of the respiratory system in birds. This system, dependent on rigidity for the development of air capillaries, with a vastly increased surface area and decreased diffusion distance, and with changed mechanical properties compared to mammals, is highly efficient in terms of extracting oxygen.
